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CAMBRIDGE CASES
INTRODUCTION

CAMBRIDGE IF ANALYTICA

OBJECTIVES

Cambridge Cases aims at providing comprehensive analysis of corporate best practices of successful 

businesses around the world, with an objective to promote leadership in different business sectors. 

The cases are made available to regulators, business schools as well as professional and executive 

education providers. The analyses are prepared in three forms and formats:

• Short Case Studies

• Long Case Studies

• Online Resources (with pedagogical tools)

Cambridge IF Analytica, as promoter and  administrator of Cambridge Cases, has dedicated 

resources, both in-house and external, to develop and publish cases on carefully chosen businesses. 

As Programme Administrator, Cambridge IF Analytica’s specific roles and responsibilities include:

• Provision of Secretariat to Cambridge Cases

• Publication, distribution and marketing of the cases

• Liaising with business schools (e.g., Harvard Business School, Judge Business School at 

Cambridge University and Said Business School at Oxford University) for using the cases as part 

of their MBAs, other courses or for executive education programmes

• Championing and marketing of the businesses chosen for Cambridge Cases by bringing in 

partners and sponsors 
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PROPOSED CASES IN 
ISLAMIC FINANCE

TARGET

• Pioneering Islamic banking in a country

• Setting up of an Islamic banking window within a conventional bank

• Conversion of a conventional bank into an Islamic bank

• Merger and acquisition in Islamic banking

• Pioneer in IT solutions for Islamic financial institutions 

• Pioneer in innovation in Islamic banking and finance 

• Development of Islamic banking systems and frameworks

• Sukuk

• Distribution of 2,000 copies of each long case throughout the world to business schools, 

executive education providers and other training institutes 

• Publishing short cases in Islamic Finance Review (ISFIRE) for the benefit of our wider readership 

and/or Cambridge Business Review (CBR)

• Make cases available to professors and trainers through an online pedagogical portal

• Our estimates of publishing (designing, printing and distributing) costs are GBP10,000 per case

• The publishing costs will be covered through corporate sponsorships
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The Cambridge Cases cover a wide range of industries and sectors. This proposal, however, limits 

itself to Islamic banking and finance only. Proposed cases in Islamic finance for 2016 are listed below:
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SPECIFIC PROPOSAL

BENEFITS

• Through this proposal, Cambridge IF Analytica invites chosen 

institutions to collaborate with the team at Cambridge IF 

Analytica to develop a case study on a mutually agreed theme 

• Cambridge Cases will promote the case as an example of the best 

practices in business and finance

• The case will be published by Cambridge IF Analytica as part of 

Cambridge Cases

• Through publication of the short version of the case in ISFIRE 

(a quarterly magazine published from London), Cambridge IF 

Analytica will  ensure participating institutions receive maximum 

advertisement benefits

• The case study (short and long versions along with the online 

pedagogical tool) will be used by business schools around the world, 

thus promoting the leadership role that your organisation has played 

in Islamic finance to future leaders of Islamic banking and finance

• The case can be used to highlight your organisation as the global 

leader in Islamic finance, and used as a promotional tool for 

nomination of various prestigious awards in Islamic finance, e.g., 

Global Islamic Finance Awards (GIFA)

• This is indeed a unique opportunity for your organisation to be 

recognised as a pioneering institution in the global Islamic financial 

services industry

• Cambridge Cases will also be used in Islamic Finance Leadership 

Programme (IFLP), a series of leadership workshops planned to be 

held on an annual basis, preferably at the University of Cambridge
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